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Abstract. In interactive information-seeking, a user often performs many
interrelated queries and interactions covering multiple aspects of a broad
topic of interest. Especially in difficult information-seeking tasks the user
may need to find what is in common among such multiple aspects. There-
fore, the user may need to compare and combine results across queries.
While methods to combine queries or rankings have been proposed, lit-
tle attention has been paid to interactive support for combining multiple
queries in exploratory search. We introduce an interactive information
retrieval system for exploratory search with multiple simultaneous search
queries that can be combined. The user is able to direct search in the
multiple queries, and combine queries by two operations: intersection
and difference, which reveal what is relevant to the user intent of two
queries, and what is relevant to one but not the other. Search is directed
by relevance feedback on visualized user intent models of each query. Op-
erations on queries act directly on the intent models inferring a combined
user intent model. Each combination yields a new result (ranking) and
acts as a new search that can be interactively directed and further com-
bined. User experiments on difficult information-seeking tasks show that
our novel system with query operations yields more relevant top-ranked
documents in a shorter time than a baseline multiple-query system.

Keywords: interactive information retrieval · information visualization
· exploratory search · intent modeling · query combination.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Information seeking is an everyday task in domains ranging from internet pages
to specialized corpora such as scientific publications, healthcare information and

? Work supported by Academy of Finland (FCAI flagship and grants 313748 &
327352), Business Finland (grants 2115754 & 211548), and Aalto Science-IT.
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legal documents. Simple lookup search is not sufficient for all information seek-
ing: studies estimated up to 50% of searching is informational and the search
behavior is exploratory, spreading over multiple queries [9,16]. For example, aca-
demic search is exploratory, uncertain, multifaceted and successive [33]: an av-
erage scientific search session requires 15 queries [14]. Exploratory search is re-
lated to the concept of recommender systems: both help the user find new items
of interest. Exploratory search benefits from active engagement with the user,
through novel user interfaces and relevance feedback [21]. Exploratory search is
hard as it can be difficult for the user to formulate appropriate queries for their
information need [40], especially in standard search systems that only support
typed queries and show results as document lists; if a query does not yield good
results it can take much cognitive effort to explore query reformulations [32].

Methods have been proposed supporting exploratory search [11,12,25,37,42].
Early work on adaptive search [5] and adaptive visualization [1] noted search
results improved when the system adapted to the user. Correspondingly, in
context-aware search [41] explicit or inferred context can be used to adapt re-
sults. In search the user’s information need is also called “intent”, and search
systems must model it from limited data [29]. A dashboard visualizing document
similarity was proposed [20], allowing relevance feedback to documents or terms
but without visualizing term relationships, similar to a baseline system in [29].

Searching by building Boolean queries has been supported by interactive visu-
alization of Boolean expressions [31], but without recommendation and needing
manual construction. Further, the Cluster Map [15,39] can create a graph of doc-
ument subgroups sharing particular ontology terms such as keywords. The user
can select such keywords; documents having them are then shown in clusters.
The user can combine keywords with logical “AND” to find documents with in-
tersecting keywords. However, there is no modeling of user intent, users must go
through a complete keyword list to select relevant ones, and documents must ex-
plicitly contain selected keywords or their combinations to be shown which may
rule out relevant documents; in contrast, we will propose a system that models
user intent, infers and presents recommended relevant keywords, and infers a
probabilistic document ranking more tolerant to variability of keyword use.

A system for exploratory search building a probabilistic “interactive intent
model” of the user’s search intent was shown in [29], and extended to allow nega-
tive feedback in [27]. We will propose a system which supports exploratory search
with multiple simultaneously shown queries which we call “search streams”, each
with recommendation of content based on probabilistic models of user intent,
and allows combing streams by operations between the models themselves.

In the “interactive intent modeling” approach [27,29,30], a radial keyword vi-
sualization communicates the beliefs of the intent model with the user: predicted
relevant keywords are shown according to the underlying user intent model and
organized as directions in an information space. Radial visualization has proven
beneficial also in other work [24] not featuring user modeling or keyword rec-
ommendation, but in the interactive intent modeling approach the visualization
directly shares the beliefs of the model with the user [29], so the user can learn
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about the search space and provide relevance feedback to direct the search. We
propose a system where radial visualization is used over multiple search streams.

In exploratory search, web search logs revealed users open several tabs [17,18]
and work on them concurrently [7]. In academic search tasks users use multi-
tasking with parallel and recurrent reformulation [29]. Such results motivate
making multiple searches available in the same view. Andolina et al. [3] showed
benefits of letting the user work on multiple exploratory searches with intent
modeling in parallel, where each user search query and related visualization is
denoted as a “stream”. They showed side-by-side streams and allowed keyword
dragging from one stream to another. This requires each keyword to be trans-
ferred separately and assigned a suitable relevance weight, and the result does
not yield an intersection of the information needs; our proposed approach is
much simpler for the user, combining two entire streams in two mouse clicks.

A challenge for exploratory search and information retrieval are difficult
queries [10,22], where few or none of the top ranked documents are relevant.
A recent work [27] showed interactive intent modeling [29] could resolve many
difficult queries, but in some queries positive relevance feedback did not suffi-
ciently improve relevance of top documents; adding negative relevance feedback
improved such search results. Our new system further improves performance on
difficult queries; an example is seeking documents that should contain multiple
subtopics, e.g. “machine learning” and “mobile phones” in each document.

Combining evidence from multiple queries [2,6,13] and combining data sources
for a query [35] are shown to improve results, motivating a system to aid in com-
bining queries. However, interactive systems for combining evidence are missing.
Some work on exploratory search uses interactive visualizations [3,20,23,27,29,30],
but without combinations of search streams, which we emphasize in this work.

We address a crucial need of users working with multiple exploratory search
streams: a user may want to find what is in common between two searches, and
what is the difference between them. In the previous example, given two queries
“machine learning” and “mobile phones” a user may want to find documents
relevant to both queries (both “machine learning” and “mobile phones”), or
documents relevant to one but not the other (relevant to “machine learning”
but not to “mobile phones”). Simple set-theoretic operations on queries or on
document sets would not suffice for these needs; for example, a query with the
concatenated query terms can return documents with keywords in only one set,
but we need documents having keywords in both sets. To solve the problem, we
introduce two operations between pairs of streams: intersection and differ-
ence. Intersection lets the user see what relevant content is in common between
two search streams, and difference finds content relevant to one stream but not
the other. They are inspired by set-theoretic analogues but are novel operations
on search intent models themselves. The intent-model based operations re-
sult in novel probabilistic relevance-scoring methods. Both operations support
exploration: they produce a new stream the user can interact with.

In this work we create the first exploratory visual system supporting opera-
tions on intent models. We provide a mathematically well-grounded solution for
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such operations. We support the user to visually explore the result, and direct
the search, through a new visualized intent model. Our main contributions are:

1. We address challenging exploratory search where simple lookup search
or naive Boolean operations on document lists/keyword filters are not enough.
The user seeks documents relevant to an underlying information need rather
than initial keywords; the user must find documents beyond initial ones and
novel keywords leading to them. Our interactive intent modeling uses parallel
search streams, probabilistic user intent modeling, operations on intent mod-
els, and interactive visualization for relevance feedback; through the models
even relevant papers not having any original keywords can be found.

2. Multiple streams. Previous work [27,29,30] only considers individual streams.
We extend the single-stream system in [27], allowing positive and negative
feedback, to multiple streams shown side-by-side in one display. Each stream
has its own intent model and result list; the user can interact with all streams.

3. Novel operations. We add novel interaction between these streams: opera-
tions that combine streams as intersections and differences. These operations
go beyond simple set-theoretic Booleans of document list and keyword filters
[31]: they operate on probabilistic intent models.

4. Novel ranking. We show that simple mathematics do not suffice for opera-
tions on intent models, and develop a new nontrivial solution yielding novel
ranking criteria. We prove it works where a simple concatenation would not;
and it produces a new intent model that can be further directed by the user.

5. Exploration of potentially relevant keywords. This is the first work
with multiple streams including both relevant keywords and predicted future
relevant keywords. Previous work on multiple streams [3] did not allow visual
exploration of potentially relevant keywords.

6. We introduce a visual interface for exploring and combining multiple
queries. Prior work only supports a single query [27,29,30], lacks operations
between queries [3], or only facilitated query construction [31].

We demonstrate our system on exploratory search of scientific articles, al-
though it is applicable to other domains. We compare to Peltonen et al. [27].

2 Directing and Combining Queries

We propose an exploratory search system that allows multiple streams side by
side and enables operations between streams. Each stream is based on the UI and
model of [27], represented both by a ranked document list and by a visualization
of the estimated search intent as relevant keywords organized in a radar-like
interactive visualization, see Fig. 1; for an example with multiple streams side
by side, see Fig. 2. We now present a walk-through of the interface.

The system in [29,30], further developed in [27], had a query box, a radar in-
terface showing keyword relevance and the resulting list of documents retrieved;
we made minor modifications to this design in order to more conveniently dis-
play multiple search streams side-by-side and added buttons for implementing
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Fig. 1. A single search stream: query box at the top, visualization as a half-circle
radar of keywords below, operation buttons below the visualization and article list at
the bottom. The ten most relevant keywords are displayed in area C, predicted future
relevant keywords in area B, and unwanted keywords in area A when negative feedback
is given. Relevance +1 or -1 can be given to keywords in the article list using a pop-up
button D. See https://github.com/strahl2e/OpsOnExploratorySearchIntentModels for
high-resolution Figures 1-2.

our operations, see Fig. 1. On the radar, the ten keywords estimated to be most
relevant are displayed in the inner area (C), with the most relevant closest to
the center. The ten most unwanted keywords, i.e, those predicted to be most
unwanted based on negative feedback, are in the outer area (A). The intermedi-
ate area (B) contains predicted future relevant keywords; the user can hover the
mouse over the “bubbles” to enlarge them and show the text following the prin-
ciple of “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” [34]. Similar
keywords are placed at a similar angle on the radar.

The user initializes a search by entering a query and clicking “Ignite” (Fig. 1).
This displays the intent visualization and article results for the query.

Feedback on a single search As in [27], a user can drag a keyword on
the radar to give feedback: placing it in the center gives maximum relevance 1,
in area C relevance drops linearly to 0 moving outwards, in area B it is 0 and
in area A it drops linearly from 0 to −1 moving outwards, yielding negative
feedback. Feedback +1 or −1 can also be given to a keyword in the document

https://github.com/strahl2e/OpsOnExploratorySearchIntentModels
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Fig. 2. Result (left stream) of an intersection operation between “computer vision”
(right) and “remote sensing” (middle).

list by hovering over it and pressing a + or − pop-up button (D). Feedback can
be given to multiple keywords; the search can then be updated by clicking the
center of the radar. The search can be refined by repeating this process.

Multiple query streams On pressing the “Add stream” button a new
stream appears at the left end of the view. The user can inspect and give feedback
to all streams in the view, scrolling left/right if needed. The user can make an
intersection or difference operation on any two streams; this results in a new
stream to the left of the view. Feedback can be given to the new streams and
further intersection and difference operations can be applied to them. Users can
also delete streams with the “Delete stream” button.

Stream operations An intersection operation between streams A and B
is done by pressing the “THIS and ...” button on A and the “Operate on” button
on B. This creates a new stream that shows a combination of keywords in A
and B and ranks documents based on relevance to both searches, see Fig. 2. A
difference operation between A and B is done by clicking “THIS minus ...” on
A and the “Operate on” on B. This creates a new stream that shows keywords
relevant to A but not B, and ranks documents relevant to A but not B .

3 Exploratory Search with Interactive Intent Modeling

An interactive intent model is a probabilistic representation of what content is
relevant to the user, parameterized by keywords and their relevance. We describe
the model of [27] and our modifications at different phases of exploratory search.

3.1 Initializing the Search Stream

Typing a query initializes the search. We use query likelihood with Jelinek-
Mercer (JM) smoothing [43] to rank documents; initial query terms have weight
1. The top N (we use N=100) ranked documents are retrieved. Keyword propa-
gation is then applied: for each unique keyword from the top N documents that
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keyword is added to keyword sets of other documents containing it in the text.
Instead of keeping the ranking from Lucene as in [27], we rerank the documents
based on the propagated keywords, with a modified smoothing, see Sec. 3.4.

3.2 User Feedback

The user can give feedback to keywords to update the search. The intent model,
with the accumulated user feedback, estimates relevance for all keywords; the
relevance estimates are used to retrieve documents and draw the visualization.

A user feedback is a scalar rk ∈ [−1, 1] for a keyword k ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, where
M is the number of unique keywords. Each keyword has a TFIDF feature vector
xk ∈ RN over N documents. Multi-step transition smoothing [27] spreads influ-

ence of keywords to related documents: one step is P : [P]ij =
[X>X]ij∑N

k=1[X
>X]ik

and

the Markov-transition matrix is Pmulti = 0.5I + 0.25P + 0.1875P2 + 0.00625P3,
and the new keyword feature space becomes Xnew = XPmulti.

To address the problem of little user feedback, [27] uses exploration-exploitation:
predicting relevance scores with upper confidence bounds (UCBs). We addressed
a weakness in the LinRel [4] UCB model they used; linear regression can overem-
phasize uncertain keywords yielding UCB scores above the maximal relevance
of 1. It could confuse users if such keywords were shown as top ones instead of
those that received even maximal feedback. We instead use Gaussian process
(GP) regression [36] so that r̂UCB(x) = Ef [f(x)] + αV arf [f(x)], where the ex-
pectation and variance are over the GP prior f ∼ GP (0, C(Xnew)) with a radial
basis kernel function C, and α controlling the amount of exploration; relevance
spreads mostly to similar keywords and uncertain keywords are closer to 0.

3.3 Intent Visualization

The intent visualization represents user intent as keywords on a radial display
[26,27]; users can explore the search space and give feedback. The visualization is
computed from relevance UCBs (Sec. 3.2) to aid exploration (showing potentially
relevant keywords) and exploitation (showing estimated relevant keywords).

For each keyword its relevance UCB is used as its radius. Their angles are
organized by similarity: two keywords are considered similar if their relevance
predictions behave similarly with respect to relevance feedback. A pseudo-feedback
(value 1) is added in turn to each of the current inner top ten keywords, to infer
new UCBs for all other keywords. The ten pseudo feedbacks thus yield for each
keyword ten UCBs, which we collect into a vector representing how relevance of
that keyword is affected by user feedback. Two keywords are considered similar
if their length-normalized UCB vectors are similar. The neighborhood retrieval
visualizer method [38] is used to map the keywords to one-dimensional angles so
that similar keywords get neighboring angles on the radial display.

Intent models, UCBs, and optimized angular organization differentiate our
display from previous radial search visualizations [24], and the handling of multi-
ple streams and streams representing results of operations with intent models dif-
ferentiates our display from previous interactive intent visualizations [27,29,30].
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3.4 Document Retrieval

Query expansion. With a UCB score for each keyword, the ten keywords with
highest UCB scores are added to the existing query weighted by their UCB
scores, and are the new inner keywords for the visualization in Sec. 3.3.

Retrieval. Using the reformulated query, the JM unigram language model
is used to retrieve a new set of N top-ranking documents from the full collection.

As in [27], a query may include both wanted (positive-weighted) keywords
and unwanted (negative-weighted) keywords. Consider a query Q = (K,R)
with keywords K = {k1, . . . , kR} and their predicted UCB relevance weights
R = {r1, . . . , rR}. Let us split the keywords into the set of positive keywords
K+ = {k1, . . . , kR+} with weights R+ = {r1, . . . , rR+} and the set of negative
keywords K− = {v1, . . . , vR−}, whose weights R− = {w1, . . . , wR−} are absolute
values of their original negative weights, for convenience of notation. The query
likelihood ranking of a document d is based on the likelihood ratio

p(K+,R+ | d)

p(K−,R− | d)
=

p((k1, r1), . . . , (kR+ , rR+) | d)

p((v1, w1), . . . , (vR− , wR−) | d)
=

∏R+

i=1 p(ki|d)ri∏R−

i=1 p(vi|d)wi

, (1)

where p(ki|d) is the probability of generating keyword ki from document d,
p(vi|d) is the probability of generating unwanted keyword vi, and the second
equality follows because of the independence assumption.

The above principle is used for an original stream; streams created by stream
operations require more advanced ranking of documents, described in Sec. 4.

Document reranking. Documents are retrieved from the full collection
with a unigram query-likelihood model scoring each document based on the
title, keywords and abstract [27]; we rerank documents based on the prop-
agated keywords only. The propagated keywords may be sparse, hence even
with JM smoothing the ranking might not tell apart relevant documents; to
mitigate the sparsity, we also reward documents for keywords that tend to co-
occur with desired keywords. To do so, we introduce Markov transition smooth-
ing, as described in Sec. 3.2, as an extra component of JM smoothing. The
score for keyword ki of query Q for the jth document from the N retrieved
is p(ki|dj) = (1 − λ − β)p̃(ki|dj) + λp(ki|C) + β[Xnew]ij , where dj is the jth
document, ki is a query keyword at position i in the set of keywords, p̃(ki|dj)
is the keyword frequency in the document divided by document size, p(ki|C) is
the collection probability for keyword ki that we compute from the N retrieved
top-ranking documents, λ ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, 1] are strengths of the collection
smoothing and Markov-transition smoothing respectively: λ+β ≤ 1. We do not
renormalize Xnew per document, which adds a small ranking preference towards
documents well-connected in the transition graph.

4 Operations on Exploratory Search Queries

We motivate need for new operation mathematics, show a naive solution fails
(Sec. 4.1) and explain intersection and difference operations (Secs. 4.2 and 4.3).
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Simple set-theoretic operations do not suffice for exploratory search.
If two search streams were simply finite unordered document sets DA and DB ,
set-theoretic intersection DA∩DB would find all documents in common between
the sets, and set-theoretic difference DA\DB = DA ∩ (DB)c would exclude all
documents in B. However, in search streams this does not suffice:

– Ranks of documents are crucial: a search stream scores and ranks every
document, hence the unordered sets DA and DB both contain the whole
corpus (only with different rankings) and rank-unaware set-theoretic opera-
tions would do nothing (intersection) or yield an empty set (difference).

– For computational scalability, search systems do not score and rank every
document in a corpus, but exclude low-relevance documents early on. Naive
intersection of top documents does not suffice: for complicated scientific con-
cepts, it is likely that top documents of any search stream are about that
concept only (probabilistic query-based ranking criteria favor such results)
so two streams are likely to have no top documents in common.

– Working with documents alone is not enough: in interactive search, each
stream must represent a model of the user’s search intent, here relevances of
keywords, and incorporate user feedback. So operations must also produce a
model of intent and its uncertainty to allow further exploration and feedback.

Naive Boolean searches for specific keywords also do not suffice in exploratory
search: a hard Boolean requirement, such as “must include machine learning
AND mobile phone”, would not work to find documents about the underlying
concept rather than the specific keywords. Our novelty is enabling operations for
this exploratory task, as combinations of intent models and corresponding prob-
abilistic rankings rather than hard Boolean constraints, and integrating them in
an interactive system where visualizations suggest related concepts.

4.1 Intersection Operation

The intersection operation aims to find documents relevant to two search streams.
Next, we show that a naive query likelihood scoring, resulting from a naive
Boolean AND operation of two search queries, is not sufficient to find docu-
ments relevant to both searches; then we introduce our model and its scoring.

Naive Scoring Fails for Ranking Intersecting Results Given two queries
we wish to rank highly documents that are relevant to both queries. If one simply
concatenates the keywords of both queries and ranks them with a query likeli-
hood model, the highest ranking documents may only contain positive keywords
from one query. We formalize this problem as follows.

Lemma 1. When documents are ranked by a query likelihood language model
with a bag-of-words document representation, a Boolean AND operation between
two queries QA and QB can yield higher scores for documents without intersect-
ing terms than for documents with intersecting terms.
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Proof. The contents of a query are its keywords and their relevances (K,R) =
{(ki, ri)}Ri=1. For simplicity, we assume each query contains only positive key-
words so that (K+,R+) = (K,R). In a query likelihood model, the query is
treated as an observed random event and documents are ranked by the proba-

bility to generate the event; two queries QA = (KA,RA) = {(kAi , rAi )}RA

i=1 and

QB = (KB ,RB) = {(kBi , rBi )}RB

i=1 are treated as two events, and a Boolean AND
means both events have happened; the query likelihood for a document is then
the probability to generate both events simultaneously from the document.

Let document d contain a set of keywords Td. For simplicity, assume the
probability p(k|d) to generate a keyword k has a uniformly high value φ for all
k ∈ Td and a uniformly low value γ for other keywords, as would happen with
document smoothing. The likelihood ratio (1) has a constant denominator for a
query Q with positive keywords; the numerator becomes the query likelihood

R∏
i=1

p(ki|d)ri = φ
(
∑

i:ki∈Q∩Td
ri) · γ(

∑
i:ki∈Q\Td

ri) .

The query likelihood is the probability that the content of query Q is generated
by document d from its language model. The probability to generate two queries
(KA,RA) and (KB ,RB) is the product of their independent probabilities; in the
resulting query likelihood, exponents of φ and γ can be divided into six terms:( RA∏

i=1

p(kAi |d)r
A
i

)( RB∏
i=1

p(kBi |d)r
B
i

)
= φr

A,d+rB,d+rA,B,d

· γr
A+rB+rA,B

,

where rA,d =
∑
i:ki∈(KA\KB)∩Td r

A
i , rB,d =

∑
i:ki∈(KB\KA)∩Td r

B
i ,

rA,B,d =
∑
i:ki∈(KA∩KB)∩Td(rAi + rBi ), rA =

∑
i:ki∈(KA\KB)\Td r

A
i , rB =∑

i:ki∈(KB\KA)\Td r
B
i , rA,B =

∑
i:ki∈(KA∩KB)\Td(rAi +rBi ). Clearly, only the total

of the terms in each exponent matters: a document can get a high query likeli-
hood even if it has keywords from one query only, for example several keywords
in (KA\KB) ∩ Td which yields a high rA,d value, even if the two other terms in
the exponent of φ are zero. Thus naive query likelihood does not suffice to rank
documents by how well they generate terms from two or more sets of terms.

4.2 Ranking for Intersecting Documents

To find documents relevant to two search intent models, and avoid the prob-
lem illustrated in Lemma 1, we introduce a novel query likelihood that ranks
documents based on the joint probability of generating a keyword from one
search stream and a different keyword from another search stream. We consider
two queries, each of which may contain both positive and negative keywords,
QA = (KA,+,RA,+,KA,−,RA,−) and QB = (KB,+,RB,+,KB,−,RB,−). Our
probabilistic ranking for an intersection can be interpreted as a special query
likelihood model for the positive keywords: the probability to generate two dif-
ferent keywords such that one is relevant to query A and the other to query B.
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This is computed based on several probabilities: the probability p(k, k′ | d) to
generate a pair of keywords k and k′ from a document d, the probability p(k ∈ A)
that the first keyword is relevant to stream A, the probability p(k′ ∈ B) that
the second keyword is relevant to stream B, and the probability p(k 6= k′) that
the two keywords are different.

We also want to penalize documents for being able to generate negative
(unwanted) keywords of the two queries, i.e., keywords in either (KA,−,RA,−) or
(KB,−,RB,−). This yields a document score interQL which is a likelihood ratio:

interQL(K | d) =
p (k rel. to A, distinct k′ rel. to B | d)

p (v or v′ an unwanted keyword | d)
=∑

k,k′∈K+ p(k, k′ | d)p(k rel. to A)p(k′ rel. to B)p(k 6= k′)∑
v,v′∈K− p(v, v′ | d)p(v or v′ unwanted in A or B)

=∑
k,k′∈K+ p(k | d)p(k′ | d)rAk r

B
k′δk 6=k′

2(
∑
v∈K− p(v | d)wv)− (

∑
v∈K− p(v | d)wv)2

, (2)

where K+ = KA,+ ∪KB,+ and K− = KA,− ∪KB,− are the unions of the positive
and negative keyword sets of the two queries, and δk 6=k′ = 1 if k 6= k′ and 0
otherwise. We use the relevance values as probabilities that the keywords are
relevant: p(k rel. to A) = rAk ∈ [0, 1] and similarly for rBk′ . In the denominator,
either keyword can independently be unwanted, in either query or in both, thus
in the result we denote wv = p(v unwanted in A or B) = wAv + wBv − wAv wBv ,
which reduces to wv = max(wAv , w

B
v ) if the unwanted sets are nonoverlapping.

This probabilistic score solves the issue presented in Lemma 1, as shown next.

Lemma 2. In an intersection of queries A and B having positive keywords,
interQL (2) ranks documents such that documents having intersecting content
rank higher than documents without such content.

Proof. Consider two queries A and B. Assume for simplicity each query contains
only positive keywords. Let document d contain a set of keywords Td. Assume
the probability p(k|d) to generate a keyword k has a uniform high value φ for all
k ∈ Td and a uniform low value γ for other keywords. Then only the numerator
of (2) is relevant and becomes∑

k,k′∈KA,+∪KB,+

p(k | d)p(k′ | d)rAk r
B
k′δk 6=k′ =

∑
k∈KA,+∩Td,k′∈KB,+∩Td

φ2rAk r
B
k′δk 6=k′ +

∑
k∈KA,+\Td,k′∈KB,+∩Td

γφrAk r
B
k′+∑

k∈KA,+∩Td,k′∈KB,+\Td

φγrAk r
B
k′ +

∑
k∈KA,+\Td,k′∈KB,+\Td

γ2rAk r
B
k′δk 6=k′ ,

where the latter three sums are small as γ is low compared to φ; thus the rank
of the document is mainly determined by the first sum. That sum is over pairs
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(k, k′) with k 6= k′, such that k ∈ KA,+ ∩ Td and k′ ∈ KB,+ ∩ Td, so document d
must contain at least one term from KA,+ and a different term from KB,+ to get
a nonzero value of this sum. It is then easy to see that such a document scores
higher, and thus outranks, another document having zero terms in the first sum,
as long as the probability φ is sufficiently higher than γ.

Lemma 2 shows our formulation solves the limitation of traditional query
likelihood in Lemma 1. While other formulations with such benefit are possible,
to our knowledge ours is the first solution and yields good results in experiments.

Ideally we would rank all documents with our probabilistic intersection rank-
ing, but in very large corpuses computational efficiency is key. We thus propose
to first use a special unigram query-likelihood based ranking, detailed below, to
retrieve a subset of documents, and then rerank them by InterQL. The advantage
is that this first-stage retrieval is directly implementable in efficient packages like
Apache Lucene, and still yields good enough documents.

First-Stage Retrieval for Intersection by Unigram Query Likelihood
We use a special unigram query likelihood retrieval to filter out low-scoring doc-
uments as nonrelevant; then rerank the higher-scoring documents with interQL.

Unigram query likelihood retrieval: Keyword weight balancing. We build a
unigram query (with JM smoothing in Apache Lucene) from the two original
queries for an intersection of streams A and B, with their weighted keywords
(KA,RA) and (KB ,RB), by concatenating the relevance-weighted keywords and
balancing the weights so that the resulting L highest ranking documents are
maximally relevant to both queries (L = 100 in experiments). We found that
if we simply use given weights for keywords and multiply the query likelihood
ratios for A and B of eq. (1), top ranked documents are often only related to
one of the searches, so we apply a search strategy to balance the weight for each
search. The unigram query likelihood ratio of (1) is thenRQ∏

i=1

p(ki|d)

(∏RA+

i=1 p(ki|d)ri∏RA−

i=1 p(vi|d)wi

)β (∏RB+

i=1 p(ki|d)ri∏RB−

i=1 p(vi|d)wi

)2−β

,

where the first product is over the RQ keywords in the concatenated query, other
products are over the predicted relevant keywords of A and B, and β ∈ [0, 2] is a
balancing factor. An efficient strategy to find a good value of β is to choose a set
of values and run them in parallel, then pick the one that maximizes the number
of documents having a non-empty positive-set intersection (KA+ ∩ KB+) ∩ Td.

Before the balancing is applied, we: 1) normalize weights in A and B to have
the same sum (average of their original sums); 2) multiply weights of keywords
in KA ∩ KB by 1/2 to avoid one shared keyword dominating the score of a
document. This is to ensure enough good documents are near the top.

Selecting Keywords from Intersecting Searches Inner keywords. For the
ten inner keywords on the visualization of a new intersection search we use the
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top keywords from each search (top five in the experiments) in the operation. If
the two keyword sets have no keywords in common we concatenate the two sets.
If the same keyword is in common to both streams, it is added only once, we then
add a new keyword from the stream that had higher UCB for the keyword in
common, ensuring we get ten unique high-ranking keywords from both streams.

Ranking. In an intersection of searches A and B we use 20 keywords to rank
documents according to (2), 10 each from A and B, selected similarly as above.

Removal of “covered” unigram keywords. Keywords with more than one term
(e.g. “machine learning”) are decomposed into unigrams during efficient re-
trieval. These introduced unigrams can dominate the intersection ranking due to
being more common, but worsen the results due to being generic single words.
To solve this, if a unigram and a larger n-gram containing (“covering”) it appear
in a document, for document ranking we omit the covered unigram.

Feedback on an Intersection. An intersection stream has two underlying
intent models. Each inner keyword on the visualization belongs to one of the
models; feedback on it goes to that model. Keywords in the intermediate area of
the visualization use average UCB values from both models making it unclear
which model should get the feedback. For such a keyword, we aim to assign
feedback to the intent that the keyword is more related to. We assign the feedback
to the model with the smallest uncertainty for the keyword: keywords with small
uncertainty in our intent model either already have feedback or are similar to
ones with feedback, and are thus likely to be related to the intent of that model.

4.3 Difference Operation

A difference operation returns documents relevant to one stream A and not
relevant to the other stream B. Its components are constructed as follows.

Query-text. As it represents desired content, we set it to the query-text of A.
Feedback sets. Differing amounts of feedback in A and B should not make a

difference operation overly favor either stream in document ranking or keyword
scoring. To ensure an equal role for both streams we take the top-five relevant
keywords from A, and give positive implicit feedback to the new stream, and we
take the top-five relevant keywords from B, and give negative implicit feedback.

Intent model. With the query and feedback we infer the intent model and
learn relevance estimates of all keywords (Sec. 3.2), with TFIDF vectors for
keywords computed using the set of 2N documents from both original searches.

Given the intent model, we run visualization and retrieval (Secs. 3.3 and 3.4).

5 User Experiments

User experiments investigate the effect of the intersection and difference opera-
tions. We compare two versions of the same system, one with our two operations
(ours) and the other with them disabled (baseline). The single-stream behavior
of both systems corresponds to the state-of-the-art system in [27], modified as
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detailed at the end of Sec. 3.4. Comparison between the system with negative
feedback [27] and without it [29] is in [27], and between [29] and a common typed
query system is in [29]; thus we focus on the effects of our two operations.

Hypothesis: With the intersection and difference operations in our system,
the user reaches (1) more relevant results (2) more easily and faster.

5.1 Task Design

The baseline exploratory search system gives support beyond standard queries
or keyword-only search [29]. As it is a well-performing system, we do not claim
multiple searches and operations between them yield strong benefit in all ex-
ploratory tasks — if the user aims to narrow down on one topic, exploration with
one stream may suffice; even in some initially difficult queries negative feedback
to the stream may yield good results [27]. We thus focus on those difficult queries
where such easy fixes do not work, as discussed in Section 1. Recent studies of
user-perceived causes of difficult queries revealed multiple subtopics as a main
cause [22]. Our intersection operation is designed to rank documents relevant to
multiple streams, essentially multiple subtopics, so we focus on difficult queries
with multiple subtopics. We explored a number of tasks with multiple subtopics,
where the user’s goal is to find what is in common between the subtopics. Many
could be resolved with single-stream relevance feedback, with enough effort. For
the user study we chose three exploratory search tasks that were challenging
for the single stream system: 1. “machine learning” and “signal processing”, 2.
“machine learning” and “mobile phones” and 3. “sparse regression” and “expec-
tation maximization”. In each task, the user’s goal is to make the top ten ranked
documents relevant to the topic of the task, which is a combination of subtopics.

5.2 Experiment Setup

As our experiment is on scientific papers we used computer science university
students as a realistic user group. The 17 participants (14 male, 3 female) were
PhD (13), MSc (2), and BSc (1) students and 1 postdoc, all experienced search
engine users. They were given the three information seeking tasks (Sec. 5.1) to
be performed on both systems. We also asked about familiarity about the topics
in our tasks. Each user had a HP EliteBook laptop, 24” monitor, mouse, and
keyboard. They were shown a ten-minute instructional video on the system, and
had five minutes practice on each system before starting the tasks.

We used a balanced within-subjects study design: each user completed all
three tasks on both systems. Tasks and systems were ordered with a counter-
balanced design to reduce learning bias: for each task essentially equally many
users completed it first on our system vs. first on the baseline, and for each task
essentially equally many users completed it as the first/second/third task. Users
could stop when satisfied; after ten minutes they were requested to finalize and
submit their remaining feedback and then stop, ensuring overall experiment time
was not excessive. They clicked a button below the stream they considered to
have the most relevant top ten documents to denote it as the solution stream.
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Fig. 3. Discounted cumulative gain (DCG) for tasks 1-3 for the baseline (red) and our
system (cyan). Bars are 95% confidence intervals. DCG ranges from 0 (no relevant
documents) to 13.6 (all documents certainly relevant).

After completing the tasks, users filled in a user satisfaction questionnaire with
25 questions based on two established frameworks: ResQue [28] and SUS [8].

Data. Both systems used the same data: about 50 million articles from Web
of Science, ACM, IEEE, and Springer.

System setup. For the intent model we used an RBF kernel for GP-UCB,
where we tuned the width parameter using distances to three nearest neighbors
on data samples, and chose a small exploration parameter α = 0.1 tuned by
testing searches. For the language model (Sec. 3.4), following [43], we set the
multi-step Markov transition smoothing parameter and the collection probability
smoothing parameter to small values β = 0.05 and λ = 0.05.

5.3 Evaluation of Results

Retrieval performance. We collected all the top ten documents from the solution
stream of each user for each task on each system, leaving 17 (users) × 3 (tasks)
× 2 (systems) = 102 result sets of ten documents. For each task, we extracted
the list of unique documents from the result sets. Three evaluators (the authors)
then gave each unique document a relevance score of 0=certainly not relevant,
1=likely not relevant, 2=likely relevant, 3=certainly relevant without knowledge
of which result set(s) the document belonged to. Each evaluator scored inde-
pendently (average inter-rater correlations in tasks 1-3: 0.75; 0.87; 0.67); the
evaluators then discussed discrepancies and came to consensus for each docu-
ment score. We used discounted cumulative gain (DCG) [19] on the relevance
scores of the top ten documents to reward the system for ranking relevant doc-
uments higher. Fig. 3 shows the mean DCG score for the top ten documents for
each task and system, including the 95% confidence interval, over the 17 users.
Our system yields clearly better results than the baseline. The improvement is
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Table 1. Counts of operations per-
formed by the users on our system: mean
(µ), standard deviation (s.d.), median
(med), minimum (min) and maximum
(max) computed over all users for each
task. The data is reported for all the op-
erations during the experiment (All) and
for the subset of operations that resulted
in the solution stream (Sol.).

Action Data Task µ (s.d.) med min max

Inter- All 1 2.2 (1.9) 1 1 6
sect- Sol. 1 0.9 (0.2) 1 0 1
ion All 2 5.8 (2.2) 7 2 9

Sol. 2 1 (0.4) 1 0 2
All 3 5.6 (2.3) 6 1 10
Sol. 3 1.2 (1.0) 1 0 4

Diff- All 1 0 (0) 0 0 0
eren- Sol. 1 0 (0) 0 0 0
ce All 2 0.3 (0.7) 0 0 3

Sol. 2 0.1 (0.2) 0 0 1
All 3 0.6 (1.5) 0 0 5
Sol. 3 0.2 (0.4) 0 0 1

Table 2. Comparison of keyword feedback
counts between the baseline (B) and our
system (O): mean (µ), standard deviation
(s.d.), median (med), minimum (min) and
maximum (max) computed over all users
for each task. The data is reported for all
the feedback during the experiment (All)
and for the subset of feedback that resulted
in the solution stream (Sol.).

Task Data Sys- µ (s.d.) med min max
tem

1 All B 20.2 (12.8) 17 3 53
O 4.5 (6.3) 0 0 18

Sol. B 13.6 (14.0) 12 0 47
O 3.1 (6.2) 0 0 18

2 All B 29.1 (16.8) 24 5 65
O 18.2 (11.7) 14 2 39

Sol. B 18.1 (21.6) 8 0 65
O 11.1 (13.0) 6 0 39

3 All B 23.1 (17.5) 20 2 77
O 19.1 (17.7) 13 2 68

Sol. B 10.9 (9.6) 8 0 34
O 13.7 (17.6) 8 0 68

statistically significant: repeated measures 2-way ANOVA with users as subjects,
performing each task on each system, showed a statistical significance for the
system effect (p-value < 0.01). We also verified by another repeated measures
2-way ANOVA that the presentation order of the tasks and systems to the users
did not have a statistically significant effect. Thus it is clear from the results
that operations gave an overall advantage, especially for task 1.

Task speed. We recorded task durations, and computed the average time
for each task on each system. With one-way repeated measures ANOVA tasks 2
and 3 showed no statistically significant difference, but Task 1 had a statistically
significant difference (p-value < 10−5): average task time was 563 seconds on the
baseline and 258 seconds on our system, thus operations made the search faster.

User interaction. Tables 1 and 2 contain statistics of the counts of all stream
operations and feedbacks executed by each user. Users took advantage of the
operations: all users used operations in all tasks. On average users made several
intersection operations for each task, but the difference operation was used only
occasionally. Moreover, with the operations users had less need of keyword feed-
back: they needed clearly less feedback on our system to arrive at their solutions.

Our system yielded results quickly with few operations and little feedback.
As shown in Table 1, for task 1 most users needed only one intersection, and as
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Table 3. User feedback. Average scores and p-values between the baseline (B) and
our system (O), for each question and group of questions (bold font). Responses on
a Likert scale: strongly disagree = −2, disagree = −1, neither agree or disagree =
0, agree = 1, strongly agree = 2. We reversed scores for questions where disagree
was better (marked with *), so higher numbers are always better. See full table at
https://github.com/strahl2e/OpsOnExploratorySearchIntentModels.

Question B O p-value

I. Quality of Recommended Items 0.2 0.9 2 · 10−6

1. The keywords displayed to me matched the search objective 0.5 1.2 6 · 10−4

2. The articles displayed to me matched the search objective 0.2 1.2 2 · 10−5

3. The system produced good results -0.2 1.1 3 · 10−6

4. The system helps me discover new articles 0.7 1.3 0.03
5. The articles displayed to me are similar to each other* 0.0 -0.2 0.33
II. Interaction Adequacy -0.4 0.8 2 · 10−5

6. The search streams provides an adequate way for me to conduct
my search

-0.7 1.0 3 · 10−5

7. The keyword feedback provides an adequate way for me to refine
my search

0.0 0.6 0.04

IV. Perceived Ease of Use -0.4 0.8 8 · 10−6

10. I easily found the articles that were relevant to my search -0.5 0.8 3 · 10−6

11. It is easy to learn to tell the system what to search for -0.4 1.1 3 · 10−5

12. I feel in control of telling the system what I want -0.4 0.8 1 · 10−3

13. I understood why the articles were recommended to me -0.1 0.7 4 · 10−3

V. Attitude -0.3 1.0 1 · 10−5

14. Overall, I am satisfied with the system -0.3 1.0 1 · 10−5

VI. Behavioral Intentions 0.3 0.7 5 · 10−4

15. If a system such as this exists, I would use it to find scientific
articles

-0.2 1.1 3 · 10−6

16. I think I would use this system frequently if given the opportunity -0.4 0.6 2 · 10−4

21. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the system* -0.1 0.5 0.01
24. I felt very confident using the system -0.1 0.4 7 · 10−3

shown in Table 2 often without further tuning, to easily get good results outper-
forming the baseline in speed and result quality. On the baseline, users did not
achieve corresponding result quality even with multiple feedback. Tasks 2 and 3
show similar behavior. The only case where users of our system used more feed-
back than on the baseline was for their solution stream (Sol.) of task 3, but even
there the total amount of feedback (All) was smaller on our system than on the
baseline. Thus, having operations yields good results with less effort and faster.

Intersections were used both for exploration and for constructing the solution:
in all tasks, the total count of intersections (All) in Table 1 is greater than the
count for solution streams (Sol.). The difference operation was much less used,
but was used in up to three operations per user in task 2 and five in task 3 and
contributing to solution streams in those tasks. From interaction data on our
system, we found users preferred to make operations first and fine-tune later: a
74% majority of feedback was given to streams produced by an operation.

https://github.com/strahl2e/OpsOnExploratorySearchIntentModels
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Serendipity. Unlike manual query construction, intent modeling predicts likely
relevant keywords that the user did not directly type, and likely relevant doc-
uments having those keywords. This enables finding serendipitous documents:
non-trivial relevant documents that are not found by naive filtering for query
keywords. Our system allows combining intent models, maintaining the advan-
tage of serendipity in the results. We evaluate serendipity in top ten results for
each task and system by counting the total number of serendipitous documents
found by the users, i.e., relevant documents that did not contain the query terms
of the original queries and would not be found by a logical AND of two queries.
Both systems find serendipitous documents; our system finds 55, 72, and 22
serendipitous documents in tasks 1, 2, and 3 respectively, overall better than the
baseline, which found 56, 58, and 14.

User satisfaction. In our feedback questionnaire, users were most satisfied
with our system. We ran a 1-way repeated measures ANOVA for each question.
Table 3 shows the 15 questions with statistically significant difference between
systems (p-value < 0.05) out of the 25 questions in total. All significant differ-
ences favor our system. Users had better results, keywords, and articles, could
conduct and refine the search better, found articles more easily, learned more
easily to use the system effectively and felt more in control, were more satisfied,
and would use the system and use it more frequently. Thus users had a clearly
better experience on our system for these tasks.

The questions in Table 3 were divided into six groups: Quality of Recom-
mended Items (questions 1-5), Interaction Adequacy (6-7), Interface Adequacy
(8-9), Perceived Ease of Use (10-13), Attitude (14) and Behavioral Intentions
(15-25). Group-wise difference between systems was tested by 2-way repeated
measures ANOVA per group, with users as subjects and question and system
as factors. The Interface Adequacy group of questions showed no statistically
significant difference (thus omitted from Table 3) showing that the addition of
the operations did not hurt ability to operate the interface. All other groups had
a significant difference, and all significant differences again favor our system.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

We address multiple parallel searches and highlight the complexity of combining
user models for exploratory search. As shown in Section 4, simple set-theoretic
operations on documents or queries do not suffice. We described a novel sys-
tem with an interactive visual interface, supporting intersection and difference
of search streams. The system allows relevance feedback to the keywords in an
interactive visual interface, and involves novel document scoring and keyword ex-
ploration models. Our experimental results validate our hypothesis that stream
operations improve user performance and satisfaction on difficult queries with
multiple subtopics: results were clearly better for all three tasks, average time of
task one was clearly lower, and users stated in the questionnaire they found rel-
evant documents more easily. Future work could include experiments on further
domains and extension to collaborative search.
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